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PaperSteel® Receptive
PRODUCT SIZE CONSTRUCTION WEIGHT

C22-1001000 .010" x 37" x 82'* Paper/Paper 35 lbs./Roll

C22-3000000 .010" x 37" x 82'* Paper/Adhesive 37 lbs./Roll

C22-3002000 .010" x 37" x 147'* Paper/Adhesive 66 lbs./Roll

C22-2000000 .025" x 31.5" x 43.3" Paper/Paper 77 lbs./Carton (50 pcs.)

*Paper width is 37" and recessed metal width is 36.625" on roll products. 
Paper and metal dimensions are identical on sheet product  
(metal is not recessed). 

PaperSteel® is a screen printable magnetic receptive sheet with white paper on both sides or white paper on 
one side and an adhesive on the other. Print directly onto PaperSteel® or overlaminate it with your artwork and 
then die cut it to your specifications. Create dynamic and interactive graphics for a variety of projects.

SHIPPING AND PACK AGING

Magnum Magnetics can ship your product almost any way 
you want it—in rolls, bulk on skids, cut blanks in boxes, or using 
personalized packaging for private labeling. Most orders of our stock 
products can ship within 24 hours.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU

We pride ourselves on unparalleled customer service—not just lip service. We offer genuine,  
customer-oriented solutions that beat the competition. Rely on the Magnum® promise:  
Quality, Service, Delivery & Value. 

The next time you’re in the market for flexible magnetic sheet, strip, custom profiles or magnet related products,  
demand the brand that keeps its promise — demand the Magnum® brand.

MAGNETIC RECEPTIVE MATERIAL

Paper or Adhesive Backing

Lightweight Magnetically Receptive Metal Sheet

Screen Printable Paper Surface
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